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Title slide.
We live in an age when the work of people is increasingly helped by machines. The development
and application of robots, even the human-like robots, are gaining momentum.
In this connection, it is essential to know exactly the physical and mechanical principles
necessary for the human movement.
However, the development of robots or parts of robots is not only an economic aspect but also
an important point in medicine, including for the treatment of musculoskeletal disorders or
injuries.
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What is biomechanics and why is it important?
Mechanics: discipline dealing with the movement
of bodies and the forces acting on them.
Biomechanics: applying the laws of mechanics to
living organisms, primarily to the human body.
Physics of the locomotor system.
Locomotory organs grant the body to move:
Bones provide the strength needed for the movement of body.
Joints connect the bones in a movable manner.
Muscles provide the strength needed to make the movements.
2

The movement of man is made possible by the organs of movement. The purpose of this lesson
is to understand the physical laws governing the movement of our bodies.
To do this, we first understand the structure of the locomotor organs and learn about their
components. Then, we will deal with each of them separately.
Let's start at the beginning. What is Biomechanics?
Biomechanics is part of mechanics, which is the part of physics that deals with the movement of
bodies, the forces acting on bodies.
Biomechanics is the application of the laws of mechanics to living organisms, primarily to the
human body.
So this lesson will essentially be about the physics of the locomotor system.
Our locomotor organs and limbs are made up of bones, joints, and muscles.
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The bones provide the strength needed to carry out the movements. The fixed movement of the
bones relative to one another is allowed by the joints, while the muscles are responsible for the
initiation of movement of bones.
Biomechanics works together with many other disciplines. This has made possible to evolve joint
replacement or artificial limbs. Movement problems, what may befall from limb diseases or
traffic accidents, are increasingly curable.
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The role of bones in
movement

3

Beginning with vertebrates, bones appear during evolution as an internal support system of the
body. Bones, like rigid physical bodies, hold the weight of our bodies. The movement of our body
is accomplished by moving the bones as rigid parts relative to one another.
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Functions of the human skeleton
• Approx. 206 bones,
(10 kg in human: 15%;
mouse: 5%, elephant: 30%)

• Support for the whole body
• Protection of internal organs (skull, ribs)
• Movement, attachment points for
muscles
• Storage of calcium and other minerals
• Production of blood cells
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Our body is made up of about 206 bones with a total weight of approx. 10 kg.
With evolution, as body size grows, the need for the mass of the support system to grow is
greater than that of body height. For example, 5% of the bodyweight of a mouse is the weight of
the skeleton, compared to 15% in humans and 30% in elephants. This is because as body length
increases, body weight increases cubically, while body strength increases as the quadratic
function of length. Thus, the weight ratio of the skeleton to provide strength should increase
relative to the total weight of the body.
The weight of a body increases cubically because it changes in proportion with the increase in
body volume. The bones in the elongated limbs are responsible for body strengthening. Their
strength, however, varies with increasing square diameter.
An important task of the skeleton is, therefore, to hold the body and protect our organs, such as
in the case of the skull, vertebral column or rib cage.
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The movement is accomplished by moving the bones with the active movement of the muscles,
so the muscles are strongly attached to the bones.
The strength of the bones is provided by the inorganic substances they contain, and the bones
also play an important role in the storage and metabolism of these inorganic substances.
The inner cavities of the massive bones also provide space for the hematopoiesis.
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Bone tissue is made up of bone cells and the extracellular matrix.
Its main cells are osteoblasts and osteoclasts, which are responsible for the continuous
production and degradation of the extracellular matrix, thus allowing the fine-grained structure
to be continuously formed and removed.
An important organic component of the extracellular matrix is the collagen fiber, which provides
the flexibility of the structure.
Its main inorganic component, contributing to stiffness, is hydroxylapatite, which contains
calcium and phosphorus (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2).
The mechanical properties of the bone tissue of tubular bones are explained by its fine
structure, the basic unit of which is the pipe-like osteon formed by its axis in the direction of the
mechanical load. The osteon is 5 to 10 mm (millimeters) long and 0,5-1 mm in diameter. Its
central cavity is the Havers Canal, which runs nourishing blood vessels and nerves. The walls of
the pipes are made up of 5-20 plates of 5-10 microns thick, each of which is concentrically built
on each other in a tree ring-like manner. In the wall of the plates parallel to each other, just like
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the iron bars in the reinforced concrete, collagen fibers are regularly placed. In each plate, the
collagen fibers may have a longitudinal, transverse or oblique course.
The bones are nourished and innervated by the blood vessels and nerves running in their
internal ducts.
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Macroscopically, bone tissue may be compact (compact bone), located on the outside of the
bones, and maybe spongy (spongiform bone), usually located inside the bones. The very regular
osteon-like structure is the characteristics of the compact bones, while the microscopic
structure of the spongy structure is much more irregular, lamellar, sponge-like tissue.
The structure of the bones of the limbs is such as to provide the highest stiffness at the lowest
mass. This is the case with tubular structures, which have much higher strength compared to a
rod of the same weight and size.
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Bones protect the body against mechanical stress.
Bones can be subjected to external forces such as gravitational force, compressive forces or
frictional forces by an interaction with another physical body and may be affected by internal
muscle forces. When examining the effects on the bones, it is important to be aware of the
physical description of the forces. Forces are vector quantities that have a line of action,
direction, point of action, and magnitude. We can also examine the effect of forces by their
components, which helps greatly in the interpretation of more complex cases.
For example, during exercise, the Achilles tendon is pulled from two directions, the medial and
lateral heads of the gastrocnemius muscle. In order to calculate the force on the Achilles
tendon, we must sum up the strengths of the two muscles in a vectorial manner. This way we
can calculate the amount of force that arises vertically at the border between bone and tendon.
However, we also need to be aware that there is a rupturing effect in the tendon corresponding
to the forces of the two horizontal components.
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Depending on the axis or load of the bones, the forces may be compressive, tensile or lateral
shear forces.
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Compression, Tension
• Compressive forces
exerted by the
muscles push the
ends of the bones
towards each other.
• Weight and
external load have
similar effects on
bones.
• The pressure causes
physical bodies to
shorten and
thicken.

• Tensile forces
create stress
which causes
the bones to
stretch and
narrow.
NO LOAD
COMPRESSION
TENSION

p = F/A = 
mechanical stress ( ):
pressure = force divided by surface
8

When examining motions, bones can be treated as rigid bodies. In this case, bone deformities
are ignored.
In reality, however, the bones also suffer from deformation, they behave like deformable
bodies.
Compressive forces push the ends of long bones towards each other, shortening and thickening
them. This happens, for example, due to gravity. With pulling, the bones are stretched and
thinned.
Because the bone particles are strongly attached to each other, the forces acting on the bones
are distributed on a surface perpendicular to the direction of action. Within the bone, we can
interpret the forces exerted as the ratio of the force applied to the surface, or the equivalent
mechanical stress (𝝈).
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The shear forces act perpendicular to the axis of the bones, causing the bones to be deformed
perpendicular to their axis. For example, at the test point, it can be characterized by the rotation
of the longitudinal axis of the bone proportional to the triggering shear stress. The shear stress
is also a quantity of pressure, but here the acting force acts in the direction of the acting
surface.
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Bone shape
changes
The force exerts a pressure-like
stress: load force per crosssectional area.
Distribution of active force on
the surface of attack.
Strain (deformation): a change
in size relative to the original
size (fractional extension).
• Normal strain - change in
length.
• Shear strain - angular
deviation (change in angle).

  l / l0
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The forces acting on long bones cause their deformation. They are shortened by gravity and
stretch under tensile load. So they suffer from longitudinal deformation.
Longitudinal deformation is interpreted relative to the body's own dimensions (length) so that
the degree of longitudinal deformation (𝜺) is equal to the ratio of the elongation (∆l) to the
initial bone length (l0).
Under shear forces, bones respond with angular deformation, which is measured by angular
rotation.
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Mechanical properties of bones during stress:
load-deformation analysis
1. Elastic deformation:
when stress gone original shape
regained, stress and strain directly
proportional

Stress-strain curve
Plastic or
nonelastic region

(elastic region – Hooke’s law)

Hooke’s law:
σ: mechanical stress
E: Young-modulus E= /

In high school:

Viscous

A

Fractional extension (deformation –  )
(length change / original length )

Elastic
region

F = -k·x

F

Plastic
Brittle

2. Beyond the yield limit (A) permanent
deformation, original size changes
(plastic region - BCDE)

3. Failure/fracture point (F) (tensile strength)
11

The mechanical properties of the bones can be determined by their load-bearing strength or
stress tests. In this case, the fixed bone is subjected to tensile, compressive or shear forces and
the degree of deformation is examined.
By plotting the mechanical stress of the bone as a function of bone fractional elongation or
fractional angle change, we obtain a bone stress-strain curve.
During the elastic deformation phase of the bone stress-strain curve, the bone behaves
elastically, i.e. it responds to less stress with linearly proportional deformation. The elastic
constant for bone at this stage can be interpreted in a manner analogous to Young's modulus of
Hooke's law of elongation, which is the quotient of stress and strain, that is, the slope of this
straight section of the curve.
When the bone is loaded beyond the elastic section (beyond point A, called the yield point), the
bone undergoes permanent deformation. Materials that respond to mechanical stress by
permanent deformation are called plastic or non-elastic materials. Beyond the plastic phase,
16

the materials become brittle and rupture or break. This is the breaking point for bone (point F,
called the fracture point).
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The collagen fibers in the osteon plates are
organized according to the load
Birefringence measures collagen
orientation

•

5*

The orientation of collagen fibrils
explains the mechanical
properties of bones

Polarization microscope
anisotropy measurements

„Hoop" osteons

Typical osteon morphotypes

Birefringence is the optical property of a material
having a refractive index that depends on the
polarization and propagation direction of light.

http://luotain.uef.fi/?n=research&r=f_microsc
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The collagen fibers in the concentric plates that make up the osteons are organized according to
the mechanical load of the bones. In the newly formed „hoop” osteons (bottom right drawing
of the slide) of the compact bones, which are parts of the most heavily loaded long bones in the
body, the collagen fibrils within the plates are arranged parallel to the axis of the long bones
(gray circles), except for the outermost plate where the fibers are perpendicular (the only white
circle). The smaller volume between the more recently formed osteons of the compact bone is
filled by the remnants of randomly oriented older osteons. The longitudinal collagen
organization and the random orientation between the ordered osteons provide a high load
capacity to the bone from the longitudinal direction (elastic section of the load curve). The
perpendicular arrangement (hoop osteons) limits the spread of micro-injuries due to overload
(plastic section).
The ordered orientation of collagen fibrils shows optical birefringence. Placing the bone in a
dark-field polarization microscope with the perpendicularly arranged polarizer and analyzer, the
18

areas containing the ordered collagen fibers appear brighter in the visual field. Thus, under
appropriate conditions, the orientation of the fibers can be measured (top left of the slide). The
typical osteon of the compact bone shows a characteristic bright hoop (bottom left of the slide).
Here, the collagen fibers have a transverse orientation that fits in the plane of the image, as
opposed to the longitudinal orientation collagen of the inner dark plates, which are
perpendicular to the image plane. The innermost dark part is the Havers Canal.
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Stress to failure

Mechanical property of bone:
anisotropy

!

compression

tension

shear

The tear strength of cortical bone is close to that of steel.

The bone is anisotropic:
It can withstand loads from different directions and
loads of different types to varying degrees.
It has the lowest load capacity under shear stress.
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Cortical bone is the hardest tissue in the body. Its load-bearing capacity or tear strength (150
MPa), which is the mechanical stress (i.e. pressure) required to break the bone, is close to that
of steel (200 MPa). This can be explained by its microscopic fine structure: the osteonal
structure.
In the cortical part of the long bones, the osteons are parallel to each other and longitudinal.
With this arrangement, they are most resistant to the effects of gravity.
However, osteons, like reinforced concrete, cannot be loaded in the same way in all directions.
Osteons with plates containing longitudinal collagen fibers in an identical direction to the axis
of the central channel are the most resistant to the same direction longitudinal loading. In the
compact bone of limbs, osteons containing mainly such plates are present. However, these
plates are most sensitive to the force perpendicular to the axis. Therefore, in many osteons,
collagen fibers in the plates may be oblique and alternating.
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Long bones have the highest tear strength under compression, are less tensile-resistant and
can be loaded in the least with shear stress. Bones generally behave mechanically in an
anisotropic fashion.
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If the bones are exposed to extreme force, they may break. In this case, the direction of the
applied forces determines the location and pattern of the permanent deformations that occur.
Injuries in an accident can create characteristic types of fractures. From the appearance of
fractures, it is possible to infer the direction of the forming forces, so in case of doubt, it can also
help in the reconstruction of the conditions of the accident. Such as the so-called ski-boot
fracture when the ski abruptly stops slipping and the upper body continues to move as a result
of its momentum. In this case, compression occurs in the front wall of the central tubular part of
the tibia and decompression in the back wall, resulting in a fracture from the back.
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Thus, in the case of bone fractures, bones behave as a brittle material. In this case, the force
associated with the trauma of the accident is so great and instantaneous that it is not necessary
to consider how long the force has been applied in order to understand the fracture. Mainly the
directions of forces determine the types of fractures that occur.
Some of these are shown in the following slides along with their X-ray images.
By monitoring the behavior of the bones, it may also be important how long the load is applied
to the bone. This is not the case with sudden major forces occurring in traffic accidents, where it
is sufficient to divide bones into flexible and brittle ones. It is rather in the case of fatigue
fracture, which is more likely to occur in the case of stressed athletes. The phenomenon was
first described in long marching soldiers and called March fracture when the foot middle bones
are injured.
In this respect, bones can be described by viscoelastic mechanical properties. For repeated
large but not critical loads, the bone behaves like Kelvin’s body. Kelvin's body is a simple
mechanical model when a spring (Hook body) and a piston moving in fluid (Newton body) are
23

linked together in a parallel manner. In this case, a part of the load is stored in the spring, which
ensures that the bone is restored to its original shape, while the other part of the load is
absorbed in the fluid as heat and the elastic movement of the body is restrained in the fluid.
Fatigue fractures characteristic in athletes is interpreted to that a part of the heat energy
absorbed in the fluid of the Kelvin body (proportional to the area enclosed by the hysteresis of
the load-deformation curve) causes micro-injuries in the fine structure of the bones. If the
training is repeated too frequently, the living bone tissue does not have sufficient time to
repair micro-injuries. The accumulating histologically visible bone damages may unexpectedly
manifest as a fracture even at a lower load.
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X-rays of typical fracture types

Bending wedge eruption
Bending may break out a piece of bone.
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X-rays of typical fracture types

Spiral twisting
A twisting force results in a spiral break.
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X-rays of typical fracture types

Shear with transverse fracture
The shear force causes a transverse fracture.
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X-rays of typical fracture types

Transverse fracture with large displacement
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The bone ends created by a shearing force induced traverse fracture were telescoped
(compressed) by muscle contraction, resulting in a large displacement.
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X-rays of typical fracture types

Compression fracture, X-ray and CT images

20

Typical compression fracture of the vertebrae due to compression forces. X-ray (left) and
computed tomography (CT - right) images.
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X-rays of typical fracture types

Wedge effect: longitudinal fracture
Longitudinal fracture of the radius head as a result of a wedge effect.
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X-rays of typical fracture types

Edge fracture

22

Tendons may break pieces away from the bones (avulsion).
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X-rays of typical fracture types

What was the
direction of the
force?

Oblique fracture
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Supporting the forearm can create an oblong longitudinal fracture of the humerus.
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The role of joints in movement

24

The function of the joint is to fix the bones that are moving relative to one another, while at the
same time providing the necessary freedom of movement for the bones to move. Another
important task is to reduce friction due to the displacement of bone ends.
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Synovial joints

Coefficients of static friction
for some surfaces
Steel on ice
Between tendon and sheath
Lubricated joint between bones

0,03
0,013
0,003
25

The diagram of the synovial joints providing large movement is shown in the figure. Its main
components are the bone ends, the smooth surface of the cartilage that covers them, the
synovial fluid for lubrication, the load-bearing tendons or ligaments that fix the bones, and the
capsule.
Smooth cartilage and synovial fluid are so effective at reducing the friction in joints that it has
an order of magnitude less friction than skating on ice. Furthermore, the friction at tendon
movements is also lower than the friction of skates on ice (see numbers on the slide).
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The movements can be linear and rotational. In the former case, there is no axis of rotation or
the virtual axis of rotation can be conceived to be in the infinity. In pure rotational motion, the
axis of rotation is at the mass center of the body. An important intermediate state is rolling,
when the axis of rotation is at the point of contact of the rotating objects. Thus rolling is both
rotational and linear motion.
Body movements are accomplished by the rotational movement of the bones relative to each
other so that the joints provide the necessary axes of rotation.
The slide summarizes the names of the most important limb movements in the joints.
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Classification of joints based on movement
I. Uniaxial joints
• Hinge joint: fingers, knee, jaw /flexion, extension/
• Pivot joint: lower arm: radius+ulna, ribs /rotation/
II. Biaxial joints
• Condylar joint: wrist /flexion, extension, abduction, adduction/
• Saddle joint: thumb mid bone /flexion, extension, abduction, adduction/
III. Polyaxial joints
• Ball and socket joint: shoulder and hip joints
/flexion, extension, abduction, adduction, cycling/
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Joints can be classified according to the degrees of freedom of the movements they can
perform. This can be obtained, for example, by counting the number of axes needed for
movements in different directions of space. This is how we distinguish between single, double
and multi-axis joints.
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Levers in the human body
The lever is a
simple machine
that is actually a
pivoting rod about
an axis.

Class 1.
(2 arms, e.g.
a pair of
scissors or
seesaw)

Class 2.
(1 arm, e.g.
wheelbarrow,
nutcracker)

!
1. Atlantooccipital joint
2. ankle joint
3. elbow joint

Class 3.
(1 arm, e.g.
nail clipper,
tweezers)

Levers can be classifier into 3 categories according to
the positions of the rotational axis, load (weight) and
effort (muscle contraction).
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The operation of the joints can be interpreted mechanically based on the operation of the lever.
There are joints similar to see-saw in the form of a two-arm lever such as the atlantooccipital
joint (the neck joint between the skull and the spinal column). Here, the two lever arms (the
load and effort arms) are nearly identical, so the load force and the muscle forces are of similar
magnitude. Joint acting as a wheelbarrow type single-arm lever, e.g. the ankle. It is
characterized by a shorter load arm than the effort arm, so torque calculations show that
mechanical advantage facilitates muscle function, reducing the amount of force required to lift
body weight.
In tweezers, the load arm is longer, which in turn requires increased effort force. Such a joint e.g.
is the elbow where this is essential for its functionality. In the case of the tweezer, the
movement of the load arm is much longer and faster than the movement of the effort arm for
the muscle movement. This is advantageous for human working efforts with hands.
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In the case of the elbow, which is a tweezer-type one-arm lever, the entire length of the forearm
is the load arm. Items can be moved much faster and at a greater distance, which is a
significant advantage for human work.
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As the joints move, the size of the lever arms change, suggesting the need for the force to
change. However, the proportion of lever arms does not change, so forces remain constant. It
should be noted, however, as will be discussed later, that the magnitude of the muscle force
varies with length, so there is still an optimum angle for joints to work.
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Loads of lumbar vertebrae during lifting
W1: weight of body trunk
W2: weight of arms and head
+ the weight of 23 kg
Tension in the muscle (erector
T:
spinalis)
R: reaction force on the 5th lumbar
vertebrae during lifting
R = 3803 N, a force equivalent to a
weight of 380 kg, pushes the vertebrae!
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How can we calculate the force in joints of the lumbar vertebrae when lifting with a bent
back?
Calculation of the static strain on joints can be done using the basic laws of mechanics. Thus, a
body is at rest when the sum of its forces and torques are zero.
First, we consider the external forces that work on the joint. These are the weight of the torso,
the combined weight of the arms, the head and the load. They maintain balance, in every
moment during the lifting, the forces of the back muscles acting on the spinal column. We
consider vertebrae as rigid bodies and a counter force awakening in the lumbar vertebrae. Then,
we take into account all forces and lever arms to equalize torques. Knowing these equations, we
divide the forces into horizontal and vertical components to get components of the force we are
looking for and then calculate the force in the lumbar vertebrae from these components.
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Pressure (atm)

Pressure (atm)

Pressure on lumbar intervertebral discs
during load lifting

Time (sec)

Body position

C: bent knee, straight spine
D: straight knee, curved spine
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If we perform similar calculations for different positions: standing in an upright position with and
without a load in the hands, and then for lifting the load with a straight back and bent back, we
would get increasing values for lumbar intervertebral forces according to the figure on the left. It
can be stated that different internal forces, which we do not necessarily experience, awaken in
our joints according to the different postures.
Furthermore, if these calculations were to be performed continuously at every moment during
the lifting motion, we would obtain curves corresponding to the figure on the right. Here, when
lifting with a bent back, an exceptionally large load is applied to our lumbar vertebrae, thus the
proper posture during lifting is important.
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Biomechanics allows us to accurately calculate the forces that awaken in our joints and design
joint replacements accordingly. With proper knowledge in material sciences and medical
immunology, tissue-friendly materials that are not ejected and are solid enough to take over the
work of our joints can be implanted in our bodies.
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Various hip prosthesis solutions and post-implant X-ray images with the patient standing.
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Knee prosthesis and X-ray images of the patient laterally and frontally before and after
implantation.
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Function of the skeletal muscle

36

Muscles are the motors of active movement. We will examine the striated muscle from a
mechanical point of view.
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Bone

Muscle

Perimysium Blood
vessel
Muscle fiber

Fascicle

!

Tendon Epimysium

Multinucleated muscle
cell or muscle fiber,
within myofibrils,
made up of sarcomeres.
Troponin Tropomyosin
Actin

Thin (actin)
filament

Myosin
head
Stalk
Hinge

Myofibril

Sarcomere
Myosin-actin
crossbridge

Thick (myosin)
filamet

Aktin
Myosin
filament filament

Titin
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The muscles of the limbs are made up of striated muscle tissue. It consists of a multiplicity of
parallel muscle bundles formed by muscle fibers, which are surrounded and penetrated by
connective tissue fascia (epi-, peri- and endomysium). In muscle fibers, multinucleated muscle
cells are organized side-by-side. The axes of longitudinal muscle cells also have bundles of
elongated myofibrils. Thus, muscles are multiple complex filamentous tissues. Tandem units of
myofibrils are sarcomeres (from the Greek flesh), which are made up of thin and thick filaments
stretched between the Z discs flanking them. Thin filaments are polymerized from the
cytoskeleton component actin and its associated proteins (e.g. troponin, tropomyosin, nebulin),
while the thick filaments are multimers of the myosin motor protein consisting of myosin head,
stem, and stalk together with associated proteins (C proteins). A crucial molecular moment of
the muscle function is that myosin head is attaching to the actin filament. This is the actinmyosin cross-bridge.
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In the electron-microscopic image of the sarcomere, the light sections are thin filaments starting
in two directions from the Z-discs. When examined by polarization microscopy, these electron
transparent regions are optically isotropic (no directional dependence) and are therefore also
called I-bands. Between two I-bands is the A-band, which is dark on the electro-microgram in
the middle of the sarcomere, named after its anisotropic (direction-dependent) birefringence.
In the middle of the sarcomere is the M-line (middle).
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Thus, the active histological unit of muscle shortening is the sarcomere, which is bordered by Zdiscs (builder proteins: actin, alpha-actinin, titin, cap-Z). Z disks, linking to thin actin filaments,
mechanically connect adjacent sarcomeres. The M-line, which identifies the center of the thick
myosin filaments and mechanically holds together the system, is in the center of the
sarcomeres. The myosin heads at the ends of the myosin stems are bidirectionally positioned
outward. In the sarcomere, the actin and myosin filaments sliding on each other overlap to
different lengths, depending on the degree of muscle contraction. The actin-myosin crossbridges are formed in this overlap. Thick filaments from the M-line are also attached to the Zdiscs via a very long and thin elastic titin protein.
One of the key points in the regulation of muscle contraction and muscular force generation is
how myosin heads can bind to their myosin-binding sites in the actin double helix trench, that is,
to create a cross-bridge. The calcium-dependent regulation of this binding is mediated by actinbound tropomyosin and troponin. At rest, tropomyosin fills the long trench of the actin
48

filament double helix, thereby preventing cross-bridge formation. Troponin is a complex of
three subunits, T, I, and C, attached to the center of the filamentous tropomyosin by the T
(tropomyosin binding) subunit. At low calcium, troponin I (inhibitor) binds to the actin filament
and with a weaker binding to the C (calcium-binding) subunit. When calcium is raised, troponin
C binds calcium, and it increases the strength of binding to the troponin I subunit, thus
removing troponin I from actin binding. Displacement of troponin I also moves out troponin T
and the trapped tropomyosin, thus releasing the myosin binding site of the actin fiber. This is
called the steric blocking model, which describes the control of calcium-driven voluntary muscle
contraction. Based on precise stoichiometry, a tropomyosin dimeric fiber is attached to seven
actin monomers, the mass center of which is bound by the troponin complex.
The involuntary contraction of smooth muscle goes another way, where the binding of myosin
heads is regulated by their phosphorylation.
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The contraction of the striated muscles allows the body to move, which is under voluntary
nerve control. In muscle cells, action potential triggers an extracellular influx of Ca2+ and release
of Ca2+ from internal stores, causing the sarcomeres to shorten and thus contract the entire
muscle. Sliding actin-based thin filaments and myosin-based thick filaments create a
sarcomere shortening, which requires the energy of ATP.
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During the contraction, the thick and thin filaments slip into each other and overlap each
other more and more, creating more and more cross-bridges. As long as the number of crossbridges can increase, so does the strength exerted by the muscle. See A: 3 and B: 3. Muscle
exerts its maximum strength when the overlap of thin and thick filaments is maximal. This is
around the resting length of the muscle. As the sarcomere shortens further, muscle strength is
reduced. Sarcomere may contract to one-third of its maximal length.
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During the muscle contraction and effort, the cross-bridges are cyclically formed and eliminated,
this is the cross-bridge cycle. Meanwhile, myosin performs work, because when it is attached to
the actin, the neck of the myosin head bends, this is called the power stroke, the elementary
step of the sarcomere shortening. Then the myosin head separates from the actin fiber and
regains its original shape, relaxes. This conformation change allows the myosin head to re-bind
to the actin fiber and thus resume the cycle.
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Molecular background of contraction:
a rotating cross-bridge model
4.
1.

2.

3.
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ATP is required to complete the cycle. However, actin and myosin do not require ATP to bind,
because e.g. after death, rigor mortis develops when muscles become severely tense. ATP is
required for two things during the cycle. 1) By binding to the cross-bridge myosin head, ATP
releases the myosin head from the actin-binding. Myosin then hydrolyzes ATP to ADP and
inorganic Pi using its ATPase activity. 2) The energy of ATP is then transferred to myosin and the
myosin head regains its original conformation. This is myosin head relaxation. The
conformation change allows the myosin head to re-bind to actin, resulting in the removal of ADP
and Pi on the one hand and myosin neck flexion on the other hand. This is the power stroke, the
elementary step of muscle work.
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Active and passive components of the
generated force
force

total
series elastic
component
tendon + passive
elasticity of
sarcomere (titin)

passive
active

contractile component (active)
(due to relative motion of actin
and myosin in sarcomere)

muscle length
activation level
bone

bone

parallel elastic component
elastic connective tissue
surrounding sarcomere

force

• three-element model of the
muscle mechanical response
izom hossza
muscle length
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The whole muscle force-elongation curve is slightly different from that of the sarcomere.
Initially, it is similar, but after reaching the optimum length, that is, when the maximum number
of active cross-bridges is reached, it begins to increase again after a temporary decrease in
strength. This can be explained by the fact that elastic titin molecules, when extended, exert a
spring-like passive force against the further stretching of muscles. The passive resistance of the
tendons against the stretching is also added to this effect.
The mechanical model of the system is shown on the right side of the slide.
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Muscles of various structures have been created to modify muscle function. In the case of
simple single-body muscles, muscle generated force is directed towards the fibers. For complex
or feathered muscles, the direction of force is at a certain angle relative to the direction of the
muscle fibers.
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In this way, the number of muscle fibers attached to the tendons increases, thus increasing
muscle strength while reducing the path of contraction. This way the anatomical and
physiological diameters are separated.
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Stimulation of muscles
with short electric pulses

Formation of tetanic
contraction during
isometric (left) and
isotonic (right) muscle
contraction
47

When a muscle is stimulated by an electrical impulse, a single short contraction is produced and
then relaxed. This is the muscle twitch. When excited with increasing rate pulses, incomplete
tetanus is first created. In this case, twitches do not yet collapse. It is opposed to complete
tetanus, generated with electric excitation over the fusion frequency when twitches fuse
together and muscle contraction is constant.
During complete tetanus, the muscle is able to exert continuous effort.
Isometric contraction is when muscle length does not change during contraction. Such as when
people of equal power doing arm wrestling and no hands are moved during the exertion. In this
case, the muscle strength will increase to a maximum.
Isotonic contraction is when constant force has to be maintained, e.g. at weight lifting. In this
case, the muscle strength only increases until the force of the load is precisely balanced.
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The power (P) of striated muscle
= generated force (F) x velocity of contraction (v)

P=Fv
•
Fmax: ~1.7 pN

•
Pmax

•

~0.37 Fmax

~1/3 Vmax

Fmax: depends on the overlap
between thick and thin filaments
Vmax: depends on the rate of ATP
hydrolysis
Pmax is obtained about 1/3 of the
maximal shortening velocity

• Muscle has an efficiency of 50%,
which makes it one of the most
efficient engines.

Force-Velocity diagram
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The performance of skeletal muscle is calculated by multiplying the force exerted by the
velocity of contraction. Plotting a force-velocity graph gives a hyperbola curve. Based on this,
the maximum contraction performance is approximately one-third of the maximum muscle
contraction rate. The maximum muscle strength depends on the maximum number of crossbridges. The velocity of contraction depends on the rate of ATP hydrolysis.
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